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A Seamless Passenger 
Journey Starts With 
Identity Verification
Travelers today demand more convenience and 
less wait time. Reliable identity verification is an 
unwavering requirement across all passenger 
touchpoints at airports — from check-in to security to 
boarding and beyond. Airlines and airport operators 
need technologies they can trust and deploy quickly to 
move passengers along their journey with expediency, 
security, efficiency and compliance.
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-B R O C H U R E

Top Issues With Deploying 
Identity Verification for 
Airlines and Airports

Resource Drag
Projects require excessive time, resources 
and budget

Long Implementations
Projects take too long to deploy, postponing 
time-to-market 

Poor Matching Rates
Lighting and obscuration factors 
hinder accuracy

Inability to Match
Failure to match certain age ranges and 
demographics is common

Privacy Concerns
Travelers worry about protecting personal 
data and how data is being shared 



Smart Identity Verification 
Is Modular
Air travel requires an expansive scope of identity applications, and each use case brings 
its own demands for biometric hardware, software and document reading technology. 
One comprehensive solution is not always viable to deliver the best possible experience. 
That’s why HID takes a modular approach to passenger identity verification.

HID’s modular solutions span passenger enrollment, facial recognition, biometric 
matching, document reading and more — enabling flexibility and ease of deployment. 
Each component can be installed as needed, with minimal integration effort and 
according to budget. 

With HID’s modular approach, airlines and airport operators can easily and quickly add 
biometrics and identity verification features to their existing systems without having to rip 
and replace or migrate to a new platform altogether.
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Using facial recognition to identify passengers across airports is 
a challenge. Failure to match in different lighting conditions and 
when faced with a wide range of demographics is what hinders 
many systems today. 

The HID U.ARE.U™ Camera Identification System meets 
these challenges head-on. It’s an easy-to-install edge device 
that delivers top-performing matching. 

The system is trained using an extensive, ethically sourced 
dataset across a wide number of racial and age characteristics 
to eliminate matching bias. It consistently excels in the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Facial Recognition 
Vendor Test (FRVT) — earning the highest rankings for 
performance and accuracy. 

With distinctive AI-enhanced multispectral imaging (MSI) 
technology and advanced presentation attack detection (PAD), 
the system operates with accuracy and reliability across 
various lighting conditions while preventing fraud attempts in 
unattended use cases. 

The camera performs capture, matching, identification, 
verification and liveness detection at the edge. This on-device 
biometric processing feature reduces bandwidth constraints, 
improves performance 
and enhances privacy.

Remarkable Camera Design for 
Facial Recognition
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Facial Recognition 
Camera Hardware

• Combined HID-patented multispectral imaging 
(MSI) technology with artificial intelligence (AI) to 
deliver impeccable performance

• Top NIST ranking in matching performance 
and accuracy 

• Ethically trained and built AI to eliminate 
matching bias

• Industry-leading PAD to thwart spoof attempts

• High matching rate amid challenging 
lighting conditions

• Automatic face detection, capture and image 
quality checks — even when wearing masks 

• On-device biometric processing with endpoint 
security for maximum protection

Engineering Excellence



For airport settings requiring high-volume fingerprint 
verification, HID offers a wide variety of form factors, capture 
technologies, security features, certifications and materials. Our 
readers excel at capturing difficult fingerprints (dry, wet, oily, 
damaged, aged, dirty, etc.) and provide enhanced security with 
advanced PAD. 

Fingerprint Biometrics for Fast, 
Secure Identity Verification Facial Recognition
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Fingerprint 
Readers

Single Finger Readers & Modules

HID DigitalPersonal® Optical Fingerprint Readers 
The HID DigitalPersona reader is a compact optical reader that is 
perfect for desktop individual users, as well as multiple users in shared 
environments. It is designed to satisfy the high-volume requirements of 
large-scale users — ideal for airport settings. 

HID EikonTouch® Capacitive Fingerprint Readers 
The HID EikonTouch reader is FIPS 201 PIV certified, offering enhanced 
usability and durability that is ideally suited for high-traffic environments 
across travel use cases. It offers LED feedback above the finger placement 
area for intuitive fingerprint capture and verification. 

HID Lumidigm® Multispectral Imaging Fingerprint Readers
HID patented multispectral imaging (MSI) technology captures surface and 
subsurface biometric data, reducing false rejections and ensuring the most 
difficult fingerprints (wet, dry, oily, aged, damaged, dirty) can be captured on 
the first try. All HID Lumidigm readers achieved iBeta Level 2 ISO 330107-3 
PAD compliance for advanced anti-spoofing against fraud.

OEM Modules
HID also offers an extensive line of fingerprint OEM modules based on the 
same stellar optical, capacitive and MSI technologies. Our OEM modules 
can be quickly and easily integrated into kiosks, laptops, tablets, handheld 
devices and physical access control systems — perfectly suited for use in 
passenger-specific applications such as self check-in kiosks or eGates.

 
 
Tenprint Scanners

HID Guardian™ 200 and Patrol Tenprint Scanners
In addition to single finger readers and modules, HID offers Guardian 200 
and Patrol tenprint scanners for fast, secure identity verification. Designed 
to handle high-volume applications and provide quality images at all 
times, these HID tenprint scanners are ideal for use at airport security and 
immigration checkpoints. 



On a passenger’s journey, document checks have the potential to be 
a high-friction point. From passports to boarding passes, travelers 
need to be ready to submit credentials at multiple checkpoints as 
they move from the terminal entrance to their departure gate and 
beyond. Ensuring rapid and accurate scans each time, even at fully 
automated kiosks, improves passenger throughput and experience. 

HID is a leading manufacturer of document and ticket readers 
for the aviation market. Our technology swiftly reads data from 
multiple forms of ID and travel documentation, ensuring passenger 
information is legitimate and processed efficiently at every step in 
the traveler’s journey. Designed to integrate with existing airport 
applications easily and securely, our document and ticket readers 
are relied upon by some of the largest airlines and public transport 
authorities worldwide. 

Select portfolio products from HID’s acquisition 
of Access-IS are featured below.

Secure, Swift Document 
and Ticket Validation 
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ID Document 
& Ticket Readers

HID ATOM™ Document Reader
Delivers lightning-fast MRZ decoding of passports with the optional 
capability of reading RFID data from eDocuments, and contact smart card/
magstripe reading.

HID BGR750 Flatbed Passenger Processing Device
Reads device reads barcoded boarding passes (BCBPs) and works with 
all media types including the latest phones, tablets and smart watches. 
The device can also deliver the ultimate in mobile and flexible passenger 
processing through cloud connectivity. 

HID TripTick™ Readers
Ultra-compact barcode readers with optional RFID/NFC and contactless 
EMV payment capabilities. Easily integrates into kiosks, ticket machines, 
turnstiles and access gates.

HID AKB500 Keyboard with MSR and OCR
This compact magnetic swipe reader keyboard integrates Optical Character 
Recognition (OCR) for an ideal airline passenger check-in and card-reading 
solution in terminals and at security checkpoints.



HID’s biometric devices can be remotely managed via the HID ArcID Device 
Manager — a software solution that allows for full system visibility via an 
extremely user-friendly interface. The application connects to HID’s hosted 
services to monitor camera hardware status across sites, provision updates 
from anywhere, and easily create and run status reports. 

Our biometric professional services are designed to drive financial 
benefits across airlines and airports by managing project implementation risk 
and truly maximizing the power of the identification verification investment. 
Services include assessment, proof of concept, solution design, deployment, 
program management and maintenance & support.
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Additional Components Fueling 
the Seamless Travel Experience 

HID offers the U.ARE.U Face SDK for airlines looking to add facial 
recognition capabilities into existing applications with low development risks. 
Available in Android® and iOS®, the U.ARE.U Face SDK delivers a mobile 
upgrade to make a traveler’s experience exceptional and secure from the 
start.

Easily add the power of facial recognition to your mobile app to gain:

• Face capture, image quality analysis and template extraction 

• Verification (1:1) or identification (1:N) against a local template database of 
up to 1000 templates

• Advanced presentation attack detection to prevent spoofing

The HID ArcID™ ID Proofing Server supports the passenger mobile 
enrollment process by confirming passengers’ true identities. The ID 
Proofing Server can easily authenticate ID documents such as driver’s 
licenses, passports and identity cards, and associate those documents to 
the person enrolling into the system — creating a trust anchor by binding 
biometrics with biographical information. 

The HID ArcID Biometric Server is the crown jewel for airlines looking to 
add facial recognition to their systems. This highly advanced and scalable 
software offers facial recognition features including: 

• Centralized biometric data management

• Facial matching, verification (1:1) and identification (1:N)

• Biometric template extraction and optional gallery storage 

• End-to-end security and encryption 

• Architecture to connect to other identity management applications, trusted 
secured endpoints and databases

• Disaster recovery and high availability
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HID: Your Co-Pilot for 
Identity Verification Missions
HID is always innovating and expanding its proven portfolio to deliver exceptional identity 
verification experiences and efficiencies across use cases. Frost & Sullivan evaluated 
the top global multimodal biometric authentication companies in its latest report — Frost 
Radar™: Biometric Authentication Solutions, 2022 — and recognized HID as a “Leader in 
Innovation and Growth” and top choice for biometric authentication and digital ID solutions.

There are numerous considerations when it comes to selecting and deploying a technology 
partner. Our modular identity verification solutions are easy to customize and support a more 
secure and seamless air travel journey. With successful deployments by airlines, airports, 
government agencies and organizations around the world, we are your trusted identity 
partner to support you in delivering a first-class passenger experience.

Keep Up With HID Biometrics & Identity Verification 
Explore HID identity verification solutions for air travel passengers >>

Explore HID biometric offerings >>

Explore HID document reading solutions >>

Read our biometric blogs >>

Follow us on LinkedIn >>

https://www.hidglobal.com/solutions/identity-verification-air-travel-passengers
https://www.hidglobal.com/solutions/biometric-authentication
https://www.hidglobal.com/solutions/document-reading-validation
https://blog.hidglobal.com/tag/biometrics
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/hid-global-extended-access-technologies/?viewAsMember=true
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